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**Background & policy context:**

The short-term strategic objective of the European Commission is to halve the number of road fatalities by 2010 and the medium-term objective is to reduce the number of persons killed or seriously injured in road accidents by 75% by 2025.

One of the major causes of road accidents is impaired driving due to the consumption of psychoactive substances such as alcohol, drugs and certain medicines. While significant progress has been made in driver education and training, our knowledge about the effects of psychoactive substances on road safety is limited. Most efforts have concentrated on drink-driving, and although this remains a problem which requires further efforts, substantial progress has been made in reducing drink-driving in the EU in recent years.

On the other hand, knowledge of the issue of drugs and medicines is limited. Societal changes have led to driving impairment due to drugs and medicines being as widespread as drink-driving, for example with the increase in illegal drug use among younger people in particular, as well as an aging society with increasing need for medicines which, while legal, can often affect driving aptitude.

**Objectives:**

The objective of DRUID was to give scientific support to EU Transport Policy to reach road safety targets by establishing guidelines and measures to combat impaired driving.

The project aimed to provide the following:

- reference studies on the impact on fitness to drive for alcohol, illicit drugs and medicines, giving information on the real degree of impairment caused by each substance and their actual impact on road safety;
- recommendations for the definition of analytical and risk thresholds;
- analysis of the prevalence of alcohol and other psychoactive substances in accidents and in general driving, including setting up a database;
- evaluation of good practice for detection and training measures for road traffic police allowing legal monitoring of drivers;
- a classification system of medicines affecting driving ability, recommendations for its implementation and a framework to position medicines according to a labelling system;
- evaluation of the efficiency of prevention, penalisation and rehabilitation strategies, considering the difficulties of appropriate evaluation strategies for combines substance use; recommendations on good practice;
- a definition of strategies for driving bans, combining road safety objectives with mobility needs;
- a definition of the responsibility of health care professionals for patients consuming psychoactive substances and their impact on road safety, including drawing up of guidelines and making information available and applicable for all European countries.

**Methodology:**
DRUID activities were implemented in seven scientific Work packages. A description of the problem situation of driving under the influence of psychoactive substance (DUI/DUID) was generated in WP1 and WP2 based on experimental and epidemiological studies, whereas the remaining five Work Packages focused on countermeasures to combat DUI/DUID.

The major work contents of the scientific Work packages were:

- Data on prevalence of psychoactive substances in the general driving population was collected in roadside surveys conducted in 13 European countries according to a uniform study design. For this purpose samples of body fluids of approximately 50,000 randomly selected drivers have been analysed (WP2).
- Risk estimates for driving under influence of psychoactive substances have been derived from the case-control study in which data of the roadside surveys was linked to the data of approximately 4,500 drivers seriously injured or killed in an accident (WP2).
- Characteristics of drivers tending to drive under the influence of psychoactive substances were identified (WP2).
- A description of the current state of research on the impact of alcohol, illicit drugs and medicines on driving was given based on meta-analyses and reviews (WP1).
- 13 driving tests were conducted according to a uniform study design to close knowledge gaps on the impact of major illicit drugs and medicines on driving performance (WP1).
- Oral fluid screening devices and checklists for identifying clinical signs of impairment have been evaluated (WP3).
- A cost-benefit analysis of increased anti-drug enforcement through traffic police was done (WP3).
- A four level classification and labelling system for medicines regarding their influence on driving performance was created (WP4).
- The most comprehensive database on European rehabilitation schemes and measures as well as on quality assurance measures for rehabilitation programs was established (WP5).
- A compilation of practices of driving license withdrawal in Europe and recommendations concerning best practice for withdrawal/ licensing strategies was made (WP6).
- Guidelines for health care professionals on prescribing and dispensing medicines were developed taking their impact on driving performance into account (WP7).
- Recommendations on how to disseminate the DRUID results to different target groups, i.a. general public, young drivers, patients, health care professionals, policy m
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Key Results:

DRUID was the largest European research project in the domain of road safety in terms of geographic coverage (18 European countries), budget (€ 23.5 Million) and number of partners (37 partners). It brought together the best European expertise in the area of road safety.

The main results achieved by DRUID at a glance:

- Methodological framework for integrating results of experimental and epidemiological studies
- International database of samples collected Europe-wide from 50 000 drivers and 3 000 injured drivers using uniform study design
- Recommendations concerning the practical use of oral fluid screening devices and Cost-Benefit Analysis of increased enforcement applying such devices
- European consensus on 4-level-classification system for medicines (more than 600 medicines reviewed and classified)
- Overview of European rehabilitation schemes, including recidivism reasons analysis, quality assurance measures and recommendations concerning best practices
- Recommendations for improving medical guidelines (assessing fitness to drive for patients using psychotropic medicines)

DRUID’s final results were presented at the Final Conference in September 2011 at Cologne. All articles, abstracts, presentations and and reports from the project are found on the project website [https://www.bast.de/Druid/EN/deliverables-list/deliverables-list-node.html](https://www.bast.de/Druid/EN/deliverables-list/deliverables-list-node.html) under section 'Deliverables'.

Documents:
- DRUID – review and perspective (Project presentation)
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